
Nadi Dosha Solution in Horoscope Matching – Can It be Ignored
NADI Koota

 

Vaatha Nadi reveals mind or gas (causing gastric problems) Pitha Nadi indicates bile (excessive secretion of bile) Sleshma Nadi indicates phlegm

(cold and phlegm formation in the chest).

 

The three Nadis are classified as Aadi Nadi (beginning) Madyma Nadi (Middle) and Anthya Nadi (ending or last part). They are also named as

Dhakshina Nadi, Madyama Nadi and Uthara Nadi. The 27 Nakshatras are divided in to 3 Nadis.

 

HOW IS NADI DOSHA FORMED:

 

If the boy and your ex have same Nadi they form the Nadi dosha. Nadi dosha is never advantageous to marital happiness. The birth stars of girl and

boy must not be in the exact same Nadi. During horoscope matching If the stars of girl and boy are in different Nadis, matching can be done. If they

are in the exact same Nadi, matching should be completely avoided. Especially if there is Nadi Paad Vedha, marriage must certanly be avoided as

other wise it may cause separation, insanity or even death.

 

SOLUTION TO NADI DOSHA

 

The only solution is to check on for Nadi Paad Vedha. If you have no Nadi Paad Vedha marriage can be considered as it indicates it is not just a

complete Nadi dosha.

 

NADI DOSHA AND BLOOD GROUP

 

Many people get confused and relate Nadi to Blood Groups as they don't understand Nadi dosha. They feel that when there is different blood groups

then marriage can be carried out even though Nadi dosha is there. This isn't correct, even when there is different blood categories of the boy and girl,

if you have Nadi dosha, marriage should only take place if there is no Nadi Paad Vedha. Even though the boy and your ex have different blood groups,

if you have Nadi Paad Vedha, marriage is restricted.

 

As Nadis are linked to health, happiness and longevity, importance should get to the agreement of this Koota. Nadi Dosha not merely ruins the

happiness and prosperity but even cause mental disorder. As Nadi is very important it's maximum of 8 score in Horoscope matching.

 

Nadi Koot is applicable for very couple who intends to have blissful and happy marriage. Hence Nadi Koota agreement ought to be obtained before

matching.

About the Author
If you have Nadi Dosha in your Kundli Milan and wish to know when it gets cancelled then please look at Horoscope Matching Kundli Milan service

from Paid Consultation in the Menu above. This can be a detailed horoscope matching report gives you detailed analysis on Guna and Grah Milan.

Remedies if necessary may also be provided for you to have a happy marital life.
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